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Role Description: 
Technical Advisor – Iraq 

   April 2018 
 

ABOUT FIELD READY 
Field Ready is a non-governmental organisation that is dedicated to bringing innovation to international 
disaster relief. Our vision is to meet humanitarian needs by transforming logistics through technology, 
innovative design and engaging people in new ways. We make useful items to solve problems locally in 
various sectors such as health, water, and sanitation. We do this by using the latest technology as well as 
traditional manufacturing. We pass on these skills to others through training and pioneering innovative 
approaches to the toughest challenges. The impact of this is dramatically improved efficiency in aid delivery 
by quickly meeting needs and cutting procurement costs. Our approach is truly effective and ground 
breaking. 
 
POSITION SUMMARY 
Field Ready is looking for a short-term Technical Advisor for a 3 month assignment - 2 months onsite in Mosul, 
Iraq and one month home based. The work will entail supporting a tech start-up space based in Mosul to 
establish and operate a ‘makerspace’ facility to serve the healthcare system of Ninewah Governorate, with 
a focus on 3D printed parts and supplies, as part of Caritas Czech’s work in the region. In addition, this will 
form part of Field Ready’s regional and global activities, to build an open-source online catalogue of medical 
supplies and spare parts.  
 
The role of the Technical Advisor is crucial to Field Ready achieving our aims. The post holder is responsible 
for overseeing all aspects of technology management and technological capacity building, working with 
Mosul makerpace’s principle maker and Field Ready’s core technical team to identify the items of greatest 
importance to healthcare service providers and which can be made locally. The Technical Advisor will lead 
the Mosul makerspace in iteratively designing, developing and testing items, and continuing follow-up with 
healthcare staff to monitor and improve performance, training others to do so in the process. The post-
holder will also identify and resource future projects. 
 
An effective Technical Advisor will combine relevant technical know-how with excellent interpersonal skills 
and an ability to ‘get things done’ under challenging conditions. 
 
While this recruitment is for a short term position, there is likely to be an opportunity for further work in 
Field Ready’s portfolio across the region. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES  
The Technical Advisor’s responsibilities for this task include but are not limited to: 
 

1) Work with the Mosul makerspace team and local healthcare professionals to identify high priority items 
(fixing, spare parts or consumable supplies) for patient care, evaluating cost-benefit of local production 
versus current available options. 

2) Lead Mosul makerspace to follow product development best practice (e.g. TRIZ methodology) to develop 
prototype items, test with healthcare providers, revise and retest until a satisfactory prototype is 
reached. 

3) Lead Mosul makerspace to identify suitable manufacturing processes, from digital fabrication to 
traditional large-scale processes to local craft techniques, providing manufacturing decision-making 
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information by calculating production, labour, and material costs; reviewing production schedules; 
estimating future requirements.  

4) Oversee initial production runs. 
5) Work with Field Ready’s Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning function, Mosul makerspace, the donor 

and healthcare representatives to develop a system for problem identification prioritisation, and 
monitoring of item performance and impact on healthcare delivery.  

6) Assess technical training needs, organise and conduct training as appropriate for Mosul makerspace staff, 
and for key stakeholders. 

7) Regular communication with programme teams and technical teams, especially with regards to risk, 
procurement and monitoring and evaluation. 

8) Ensure the highest possible quality and rigour, with high standards of engineering professionalism. 
9) Represent Field Ready with relevant UN agencies, NGOs and technical counterparts at all levels, including 

in the identification and development of new project leads in Iraq. 
10) Participate in Field Ready’s team and procedures, including financial reporting systems. 
11) Help identify new project and funding ideas and assist in other program development activities.   
12) Any other duties assigned. 
 
PERSON SPECIFICATION 
Required competencies: 
1) First rate “maker” and skilled in the use of a wide range of manufacturing equipment such as 3D printers, 

CNC machines, laser cutters and other fabrication tools.  
2) Have an ability to see connections that leave others stumped and quickly problem-solve in very practical 

and tangible ways (this includes being able to work outside an “engineer’s mindset”). 
3) Excellent 3D design capability and familiarity with main software suites.  
4) Prior training delivery and mentoring experience.  
5) Tertiary education in relevant subject with good analytical, writing and presentation skills.  
6) Consummate self-starter but also a close listener and team player. Actively promotes a congenial work 

environment.  
7) Ability and willingness to travel to and work in areas without regular conveniences.  
8) Commitment to humanitarian principles and an interest learning Field Ready’s approach.  
9) A good sense of humour and an understanding/readiness to work with an organization experiencing 

growth.  
10) Fluent in English. 
 
Preferred:  
11) Strong connections in the maker community and ability to use those connections for the furtherance of 

Field Ready’s mission.  
12) Experience in countries undergoing relief and reconstruction.  
13) Appreciation of and familiarity with external communications.  
14) Knowledge of Arabic an advantage. 
 

TO APPLY  
Submit a cover letter that describes your qualifications, reasons for applying and understanding of the 
requirements outlined above including ideas for the design and execution of the study.  This letter should be 
no more than two pages. Please submit this cover letter along with your CV and fee expectations to: please 
contact susan.long@fieldready.org 

 


